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The careers of

I

minority and
white graduates
of the University
of Michigan Law School,

Ithe more than 1,000 law students attending the University of

lichigan Law School in the spring of 1965, only one was African
lmerican. The Law School faculty, in response, decided to develop a
lrogram to attract more African American students. One element of
his program was the authorization of a deliberately race-conscious
rdmissions process. By the mid-1970s, at least 25 African American
rtudents were represented in each graduating class. By the late
1 9 7 0 ~Latino
~ and Native American students were included in the
rkogram as well. Over the nearly three decades between 1970 and
898, the admissions efforts and ooals have taken many forms, but,

I

all, about 800 African American, 350 Latino, 200 Asian American,

nd nearly 100 Native American students have graduated from the

aw School.

What has been the ex~erienceafter law
school of this large group of minority
lawyers?
Have they practiced law successfully?
Provided valuable senice to coimunitles?
Have their career paths been similar to or
different from those of their white
classmates? In tlze last few years, affirmative
action in higher education has faced
increasing legal scrutiny in part because of
doubts about the knds of graduates these
programs produce. A few years ago, tve and
some of our colleagues at Mlchigan started
asking whether we could learn the answers
to these questions about the careers of our
graduates. The Law School already
possessed considerable information about
our minority graduates - from the suiveys
tve have conducted each year for over
30 years of our alumni five and 15 years
after graduation. But, while the annual
sunrey asks many questions about careers
and career satisfaction, it is not mailed to
graduates less than five years or more than
15 years out of the Law School. And, svhile
the sui-vey has long asked a few questions
about discrimination based on race, it did
not ask other q~~estions
- for example,
about the race and eihnicity of clients
served - that svould permit us to ek~lore
other possible differences in the ex~eriences
of minol-ity and white graduates.
Thus, in the fall of 1996, the three of us
began d e s i p n g a sunrey of all of
Michigan's living African American, Asian
American, Latino, and Native American
graduates through 1996, togedier 1vitl-1a
stratified random sample of our white
graduates from 1970 through 1996. We
worked to devise a questionnaire that
explored many aspects of our graduates'
professional eqeriences, including matters
relating LO gender, race, and ehnicity It is
nomi nearly three years later. The sunrey has

"Law School Admission Test (LSAT)
scores and undergraduate grade
point averages (UGPA) . . . seem to
have no relationship to achievement
after law school, within the range
- of

1

admitted Our Law
School, whether achievement is

measured by earned income, career

I

satisfaction,orservice
contributions. For both our minority
and white alumni those numbers
that 'Ounted
much at the
admissions stage tell little if
anything about their later careers."

/

admissions program since the 1970s.
We have included all these alumni, even
though, in any gven case, the race of any
one of these graduates might or might not
have made a difference in whether she or
he was admitted. We refer to these groups
as "minority" alumni. We draw
compansons pnmanly w t h our whlte
a l u m . In later publicatons, we w111report
on our Asian Amencan alumni, the great
majonty of whom have graduated in the
1990s

I

been mailed, and all the questionnaires we
are going to receive have been returned.
Much of the data has been analyzed. T h s
article reports what we have found so far
and seeks to repay especially those alumni
whose cooperation made our findings
possible. Because of their participation, we
have been able to assemble more
information about the minority graduates
of one school than has ever previously been
assembled in the United States. We have
also assembled a great deal of information
about one school's white graduates as well.
For purposes of this article, we have
concentrated on our African American,
Latino, and Native American graduates,
the three groups whose race or ethnicity
has been consciously considered in the

" Readers unused to the notion of
"statistical significance" may be surprised in
loohng at some tables to find instances
where differences in means appear large but
are said to be "not statistically significant."
The means represented in the tables are
based on the sum of all the responses to a
question by the individuals in each group
(for example, their eamed incomes), and
there is often considerable variation in the
responses. Statistical significance is a
measure of the extent to which two
distlibutions (sets of data points, e.g., the
reported incomes for each minority group
respondent and each white respondent) are
likely to have been produced by random
62
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Wehavetwoprincipalandrelated
findings to report. The first is that our
African American, Latino, and Native
American alumni, though, on average,
admitted to the Law School w t h lower
numerical entry credentials than those of
whites, have fully entered the mainstream
of the American legal profession. As a
group, they earn large incomes, perform
pro bono work in generous amounts, and
feel satisfied with their careers. The initial
and current job choices of minorities and
whites differ somewhat, but across time the
achievements of the minority graduates are
quite similar and very few differences
between them are statistically significant."
Our second finding is related to the first.
It is that although Law School Admission
Test (LSAT) scores and undergraduate grade
point averages (UGPA), two factors that
figure prominently in admissions decisions,
do correlate strongly with law school
grades, they seem to have no relationship to
achievement after law school, within the
range of students admitted to our law
school, whether achievement is measured
by eamed income, career satisfaction, or
service contributions. For both our

sampling from a single u n d e r l p g larger
distribution. (The "P" values p e n in the
tables are a measure of the probability that a
given difference occurred at random.) This
probability, in turn, is a function of the
extent to which the two distributions
overlap each other and of the number of
cases in each distribution. (Imagine, for
example, two groups, A and B. Each group
has 100 members. Group P;s members all
earn between $9,000 and $11,000. All
group B's members except one also earn
between $9,000 and $11,000, but one of
group B's members earns $1 million. The
mean income of group A, letS say, is around
$10,000. The mean income of group B is

minority and white alumni those numbers
that counted so much at the admissions
stage tell little if anything about their later
careers.

METHODS
In the minter and spnng of 1998, we
malled a seven-page
- survey to 2,196 alumni
- 755 of whom were Afncan Amencan,
300 Latino, 60 Natlve Arnencan, 154 Aslan
IAmerican,and927white-who
graduated between 1970 and 1996 After
three maillngs and a telephone reminder,
we received responses from 51 4 percent of
the mlnonty alumni (approximately the
same for each of the three mlnonty groups)
and 61 9 percent of the whlte alumni
Response rates of minonty and white
alumni are closer m each succeeding
decade, and among graduates of the 1990s,
the difference in rates is not statistically
significant Even though the overall level of
response that we achieved was
commendable for a mall survey of busy
profess~onals,we were womed that there
might be important differences between the
iespondents and nonrespondents that
would compromise our findlngs We
examined this posslbllity using information
on both respondents and nonrespondents
that were contalned m Law School records
and developed in our own independent
search of lawyer directones like MarkndaleHubble Through these directones, we
located a current place of employment for
87 percent of our minonty graduates and
91 percent of our sample of white
graduates
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around $20,000, twce as much But the
d~ffei-ence
between groups A and B would '
not be statlstically slgn~ficantbecause nearly
all of b o ~ hgroups' members are in the same
range On the other hand, nearly all of
group As members earned between $9,000
and $11,000, and nearly all of group B's
members eamed between $19,000 and
;
$21,000, the means of Income m~ghtagain
be $10,000 and $20,000, but the difference
In incomes between the two groups would
be highly significant statlstically because ,
there is no, or almost no, overlap be~ween
the incomes of members of the two
1
groups )
1

'

1
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Extensive checking indicates that within
our minoiity and white samples, the
respondents and nonrespondents are veiy
much alike across the characteristics
important in the study and thus that our
findings are not substantially distorted by
biases in nonresponsc. We do think it likely
that a somewhat higher proportion of our
nonrespondents than respondents are not
currently practicing law (and thus not in
any readily available attorney directory) and
that we may have a somewhat lower
response rate from those least happy with
their Law School experiences, from those
least satisfied with their careers, and from
hose who have the most frantic schedules,
but we have little reason to believe that
these differences are significantly more
prevalent among our minority than among
our white nonrespondents. We do know
that the minority and white nonrespondents
include large numbers of almost certainly
high earning persons. For example, from
our own address lists and from lawyer
directories, we leanled that at least 167 oi
the minority persons we sought to survey
currently work in law firms of 50 or more
lawyers. Of this group of 167, 41 percent
were nonrespondents, nearly as high a rate
of nonresponse as in the minority sample
as a whole.

ACHIEVEMENTS
AFTER LAW SCHOOL
The experiences of our minority and
white graduates after law school have varied
depending on when they graduated from
[he Law School. The graduates of the 1970s
are not simply older and out of law school
longer. They also entered a profession that
was very different from the profession today
- one that included few women, few
minorities, and fewer large law firms. Thus,
in the discussion that follows, we generally
group our graduates by the decade in
which they graduated.
We do not, however, focus in this article
on the differences in the experiences of
women and men, but gender differences
hetween minority and white graduates need
to be mentioned. Women represent a larger
proportion of our minority graduates than
of our white graduates (38 percent of our
minority respondents are women, in
conirast wid1 27 percent of our white
respondents) and, of the differences that we

report between minority and white
graduates, some are attributable in part to
the fact that more of the minority
respondents are women. As a broad
generalization, minority graduates' career
experiences differ from whites' career
experiences in the same directions that
women's career experiences differ from
men's. Thus, for example, when we report
that more whites than minorities work in
private practice, the reason is due in part to
the fact that women, both minority and
white, are more likely to chose to work in
settings other than private practice and
there are simply more women among our
minorities than among our whites. In
greater part, however, gender and
race/ethnicity seem to operate
independently in explaining the situations
of our alumni and often neither is part of
the explanation. In other articles based on
this study, we will report at greater length
on the role of gender.

PASSAGE OF THE BAR
As Table 1 (page 64) reveals, across all
three decades, almost all minority alumni
who responded to our survey passed a bar
exam after graduation. Overall, 97.2
percent have been admitted to the bar of at
least one state, and many have been
admitted in two or more states. We do not
know how many, if any, of the 2.8 percent
who have not joined a bar (15 individuals
out of 552 responding minority graduates)
attempted to pass a bar examination and
failed and how many chose from the
begnning employment that did not require
bar membership. We do know that as a
group these 15 view their non-law careers
today with high satisfaction (somewhat
higher, in fact, than the respondents who
are bar members) and that two-thirds
reported on the survey that their legal
training is a "great value" to them in their
current employment. (For comparison, the
proportion of white graduates who have
ever been admitted to the practice or law is
98.7 percent, a higher figure, but the
difference between groups across the three
decades taken together is not statistically
significant.)

THE CAREERS OF THE GRADUATES
OF THE 1970s
Three hundred minority students
graduated from the University of Michigan
Law School during the 1970s. This group
of graduates took career paths very lfferent
from those of their white classmates. As
Table 1 reveals, the members of both
groups nearly all joined the bar, but while
the great majority of white graduates froin
this decade began their legal careers in a
firm, the great majority of minority
graduates did not. Far more of the minority
graduates began work in government or in
legal services or public interest work. The
world of practice our white and minority
graduates entered was largely but not
completely segregated by race. The great
majority of the minority graduates of the
1970s found an initial workplace in which
there was at least one other minority lawyer
(that may explain in part the attraction to
them of government agencies and very
small firms), but 60 percent of whtes took
jobs in settings in which there were no
minority lawyers at all.
To some extent, the pattern set by their
initial job settings has continued to the
present. At the time of our survey, the
graduates of the 1970s had been out of law
school between 18 and 27 years. Many
minority graduates from that decade have
never worked in private practice, and most
are not in private practice today As many
are in business and government (taken
together) as are in private practice. (See
Table 2, page 64.) About half of those in
government work for the federal
government. Those in government today
are often in positions of high responsibility
A remarkable 13 percent of all minority
graduates of the 1970s serve as judges or
public officials or government agency
managers (in comparison to 4 percent of all
white alumni). On the other hand, private
practice is also an appealing setting for the
minority graduates of the 1970s. More
work in private practice than in any other
single setting. Most of the minority lawyer
private practitioners are in solo practice or
in films of 10 or fewer lawyers, while white
lawyers are substantially more likely than
minority lawyers to work in mid- or largesized finns. Unsui-prisingly, those minorities
and whtes from the classes of the 1970s
who are in private finns are nearly all

.I
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University of Michigan Law School
Bar Passage and First Job Settings

Minorip
N= 146

White
N=240

Ever admitted to the Bar
Judicial clerkship
I

First job (not counting clerkship)**
Private practice
Solo or firm of 10 or under

I

I
Firm of more than 50

Government

Business
Other

I

-

Differences are statisticallysignificant (p<.01).
* * Diierences in tendenciesto have first jobs in various settings are statistically significant in all three decades (p<:Ol).

Table 2
University of Michigan Law School
Current Job Settings as of 1997*
Classes of the
1970s
Minoriv

&I46

White
k246

Solo or firm of 10 or under
Firm of 11-50

For each decade, the dflerences m currentjob patternsare stabsticallyslgn~ficantwhen private practice Is br0~0noow into
three groups by firm size (pcOl)

I

partners, and those who are in
organizations other than private firms have
typically risen to positions of supervisory(or
managerial responsibility
For the graduates of each decade, we
have three sorts of measures of
achievements and service in adhtion to
what we know about their job status. These
are: their satisfaction with their work; their
income; and their unremunerated services
to others.
As to career satisfaction, the minority
graduates of the 1970s a n a generally
satisfied group, fully as satisfied as their
white classmates. (See Table 3, page 66.)
We asked all our respondents t~~indicate
their overall career satisfaction on a '/-point
scale. We report as "satisfied those who
answered our question with one of the
three hghest scores on the scale, eien
though a "3"on our sple probably signified
I
only "somewhat satisfied while a 1
indicates "extremely satisfied." As Table 3
reports, 79.2 percent of our minority
graduates from the 1979sreport satisfaction
with their careers.,(Across all three decades
of graduates, 14 percent of minorities and
11 percent of whites put themselves into
the hghest of the seven categories of career
satisfaction; 35 percent of minorities and 41
percent of whites put themselves in the
second highest; and 26 percent of
minorities and 28 percent of whites in the
third highest. Those who do not put
'themselves into one of these highest three
categories nearly all place themselves in one
of the next two, not in either of the bottom
.
two. Only five percent of minority
graduates and four percent of whte
graduates place themselves in the lowest
two categories, the categories we consider
to indicate serious dissatisfaction.)
We also asked the graduates about their
satisfaction with various aspects of theix
careers, including their satisfaction with
solving problems for clients, their income,
the intellectual challenge of their work, the
value of their work to society, their
relationshrp with coworkers, and the
balance between work and family Among
these aspects of work, the minority and
whte graduates of the 1970s express the
greatest satisfaction with their solving of
problems for clients and with the
intellectual challenge of their work and the
least satisfaction with the balance between
their family and their professional lives. The
only area of their careers in whch a
statistically significant difference appears in

the satisfactions of [he mli-ionties and
whites is w t h regard to the soclal value of
their work Our minonty graduates are
slgnifican~lymore likely LO report
satisfact~on7~1ththeir work's social value
AiIichlgan's minoilty giaduates from the
1970s eain very high incomes - a mean of
$141,800, a median of $101,500 (See
Table 4, page 66 ) To put these figures into
perspective, the median income of
Michigan's ininonty alumni who graduated
between 1970 and 1979 places hem in the
top 8 percent of total ho~iselzoldIncomes In
thc United States even ~f they had no other
l-iouseholdincome or non-job sources of
income Ii we add spousc's income and
non-job sources of income to respondent's
job mcome, minonty graduates from the
1970s had household incomes in 1996 in
the top 3 percenl of Amencan households
The incomes of white graduates, as a group,
are somewhat higher - a mean of
$177,700, a median of $135,000 - and
the difference m d i ~ t ~ b u t i oofn incomes is
statlstlcally significant,but by any standard
our minonty graduates from the 1970s are
extremely successful financially
The minonty and white graduates of the
1970s have also proxrlded a remarkably
high level of semce to others (See Table 5,
page 69 ) Nearly all report that they have
served as mentors to other lawyers Indeed,
on average, the minonty graduates have
served as mentors to eight attorneys over
their years since graduation The minolity
giaduates are also deeply involved in
community senrlce Over half senre now or
have recently seived on the governing
board of a nonprofit organlration A gieat
many serve on two or more such boards
Forty percent are also involved in some
inanner in electoral or nonelectoial issue
poll~lcsThe pnvate practitioners are also
deepl~~
involved in pro bono legal work,
contnbutlng an average of 132 hours of
law-related seimce dunng the year The
ABPS Model R ~ ~ l of
e sProfessional Conduct
urge lawyers to peifonn at least 50 hours of
plo boizo semce each year S~xty-fivepercent
of the minonty pilvate practitioners report
50 or more such houls As Table 5 reveals,
rninonty graduates pro~rldesomewhat more
servlce in each of these areas than the white
giaduates, though only the mlnonty
lawyers' higher partlcipatlon on nonplofit
hoards differs from that of lhelr white
Counteiparls at a statistically significant

THE CAREERS OF THE GRADUATES
OF THE 1980s

the most coinmon single setting for work.
About half of the minoiity graduates of the
1980s work in private practice, and of
those
in private practice about a third work
A great change in job opportunities and
in
firms
of more than 50 layyers. About the
job choices began to occur near the end of
same
proportion
of white graduates work in
the 1970s and continued throughout the
praclice,
but
n-iore of those who do
private
1980s. Large law finns in the United States
Somewhat
fewer of the
work
in
large
firms.
grew at a rapid rate. The gap in starting
minorities
than
whites
from
the
1980s
salaries between jobs in government and
working
in
firms
are
partners
as
of 1997,
legal services and jobs in private firms grew
but
the
primary
reason
for
this
lower
wider and wider. And the graduates of the
proportion appears to be that more of the
University of Michigan Law School, both
minority than white graduates of the 1980s
minority and white, found themselves in
began
work in their current fum recently
high demand from large finns. More white
and
more
of the minority than white
and minor it)^ graduates took initial jobs in
graduates
were
1988 and 1989 graduates
large firms, fewer took initial jobs in
who,
at
they
time
they answered our
government, barely any took jobs in legal
questionnaire,
were
just reaching the stage
senices and publlc interest settings, and die
when
promotion
commonly
occurs.
differencesbetween the initial career
Table
3
reveals
the
career
satisfaction of
choices of white and minority graduates
the classes of the 1980s. Again, we see that
greatly diminished. (See Table 1.)
the great majority of minority graduates are
The changes between decades were
satisfied with their careers. The differences
particularly striking for the minority
here
that seem most strilung are not
alumni. In the 19705, only a third of
between
minorities and whites - there are
minonty graduates took initial jobs in
no
significant
differences in this respect private practice (after any judicial
but
between
graduates
of whatever race in
clerkship). In the 1980s, nearly threeprivate
practice
and
graduates
in other
quarters took an initial job in private
settings. Those who work in private
practice. And whereas during the 19705,
practice are significantly less satisfied with
the minority graduates who took jobs in
their careers, a pattern that y e have been
firms ovenvhelmingly found work in small
observing
for several years now in the
and mid-sized firms, duiing the 1980s over
responses
to our annual Alumni Survey As
60 percent of those talung firm jobs began
was
the
case
with the 1970s graduates, the
in firms of more than 50 lawyers. This was
only
aspect
of
career satisfaction for which
an enormous shift. The one pattern that
there is a significant difference between
remained much the same was that, whle
white and minority lawyers of the 1980s is
the proportions of minority and white
that minoiity lavq~ersare more likely than
graduates taking initial jobs in government
whites to be satisfied with the value of their
declined sharply, minorities were still
work to society
considerably more likely than whites to
Like their predecessors of the 19705, the
take an initial position in government.
graduates
of the 1980s earn high incomes.
In 1997, when the minority and white
(See
Table
4.) Minority lawyers earn an
graduates of the 1980s had been out of law
average
of
$104,500 and a median of
school for between eight and 17 years,
$85,000. Their average household incomes,
many fewer of the members of these classes
despite their relative youth, are in the top
were still working in private practice. (See
7 percent of all American households. The
Table 2.) About 40 percent of both whites
incomes
of whte graduates are, on average,
and minorities u7ho had begun in privale
somewhat
higher - a mean of $127,700, a
practice had left to work in business or, to a
median
of
$110,000. This difference is in
lesser extent, in government. The net effect
large
part
due
to h e high incomes of those
of initial choices and shfts has been that
firnls. As Table 2 reports.
who
work
in
large
the minority lawyers not in private practice
remain substantially inore lilzely than u~hite a higher proportion or the white graduates
graduates to work in goveinment, while the than minority graduates work in large
firms.
while lamyers not in piivate practice are
inore lilzely to work in business. Still, for
both groups, prisiate practice remains by far

As Table 5 shows, both minority and
white attorneys have typically served as
mentors to several less experienced lawyers.
They also perform a great deal of
unremunerated community service - .
mentoring younger attorneys, serving on
boards, working on political campaigns and
performing pn, bono work. The minority
graduates perform somewhat more of this
community work than the white graduates,
?jut the ddferences are not statistically
significant.

Table 3
University of Michigan Law School
Career Satisfaction in 1997'
(Proporlion placing ulemselw in top 3 of 7 cdegories)

E7m
Private praclice

804C
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79%

70%

71%

63%

72%

74%

l%

90%

88%

72%.

65%
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THE C8OF THE CRAWlRLS
.-OF 1880 THROUGH 1886

Firm of more than 50

I

1; the early p r s of the 19905, more ''d

Government
Bus~ness
All respondents
In wmpansons ol pan of nunow and whites in any work setbng m any decade, none of the differences a statrsbcallyslgnilicant

Table 4
University of Michigan Law School
Mean Earned Income in 1996*

minority and white students than ever \ '
before took judicial clerkshps, and, as \$.
the 1980s;whether they had a clerkship or
not, nearly all passed a bar and most began
work in a private firm.In the country in
general at this point, many of the largest
firms were hiring fewer neFhwyers than
they had in the late 1986s.As Table 1
reveals, however, Michiganh graduates, both
minority and whte, continued to enter
large firms in very large numbers. As in the
earlier decades, of those who did not enter
firms, far more of the minority graduates
than whites chose to start their careers in
government.
q t the time of our survey. only one to
seven years after they,graduated,most of
our graduates who began work in a large
law firm are no longer w o r h g at that firm
-65 percent of minority graduates and 53
percent of white graduates have left their
initial position. As Table 2 reveals, however,
large numbers of recent minority and white
graduates continue to work in large finns.
Many have simply moved from one large i
firm to another. About 10 percent of both
minorities and whites in private practice
have already become partners in their firms,
mostly in firms of small and mid-size. Of
those in nonfinn settings, a greater proporhon of both wlute and minority
graduates work in business and in
government than worked initially in these
settings and about 15 percent af minority
graduates and no whte graduates report
themselves workmg as supervising or
rnanagrng attorneys.
A s with the graduates of prior decades,
the great majority of the graduates of the
1990s report overall satisfaction with heir
careers, and again somewhat (but not
:-~:;;~j!$'~~;,:.
:-.,.,d;Al, - - . L-:..L(:;;.;<;
.':,;:-+J<,T
- ' <Ti

I

,

' The differences between the earned incomes of all minonty and all white respondentsfrom the 1970s and again from the 1980s
are mistidly significant (pc05). None of the other pain of incomes differ significantly. In most cases where diierences seem
large (e.g., the incomes of minonty and white graduates of the 1990s in small firms or in business), the numbers of individuals
are small and the variabons in individual incomes are quite wide. See note on page 62.
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significantly) fewer minorities than whites
report such satisfaction. (See Table 3.) Once
more, both white and minority lawyers
working in mid-sized and large firms are
substantially less satisfied than those
working in other settings. When we look at
the components of satisfaction, the only
area of satisfaction in which there is a

"For the most recent graduates
surveyed (the classes of 1990 to
1996), the average debt on
graduation for the minority
graduates was $57,200 and for
white graduates $34,600 . . . .
By the graduating classes of 1995
and 1996, half the minority
graduates left law school with
debts of at ieast $70,000."
difference between minorities and whites is
wth regard to satisfaction with coworkers,
where whites are significantly more likely
than minorities to express high satisfaction.
(Minority attorneys are not dissatisfied with
their co-worker relationships; for reasons
we do not yet understand, the white
graduates of the 1990s are simply
extraordinarily satisfied with these
relationships in comparison to white and
minority graduates of prior decades. Ninety
percent of them express satisfaction with
their coworlter relationship in comparison
to 76 percent of the minority graduates.)
Most of these recent graduates are
probably earning more than their parents'
wildest expectations. (See Table 4.) For
50th white and minority graduates the
median income is $65,000, and the average
around $68,000, placing them shortly out
of law school in the top 15 percent of
earned lncomes for all American
households. At the same time, the graduates
of the 1990s are saddled with much higher
educational debts than were the graduates
of earlier decades - about twice the
average debt of the graduates of the 1980s
2nd about six or seven times the average
debt of the graduates of the 1970s. In all

three decades, the mean educational debts
of minority graduates have been much
higher than the debts of white graduates.
For the most recent graduates surveyed (the
classes of 1990 to 1996), the average debt
on graduation for the minority graduates
was $57,200 and for white graduates
$34,600. As time passes, debts continue to
become more and more onerous in absolute
dollars and in relation to initial year
earnings. By the graduating classes of 1995
and 1996, half the minority graduates left
law school with debts of at least $70,000.
Thus, for many graduates of the 1990s,
particularly for the mlnority graduates,
paying off their law school loans with aftertax dollars has probably cut into the high
standard of living that their earnings permit
them.
Unremunerated contributions are also
substantial among the graduates of the
1990s. (See Table 5). Many, even in their
first years out of law school, have served on
the boards of nonprofit organizations and
most have already served as mentors for
other attorneys. The amount of pro bono
work performed by those in private practlce
is particularly noteworthy, with minority
graduates in private practice performing an
average of 90 hours in the preceding year
and whites performing an average of 59.
The difference is statistically significant but
both groups report much higher
participation in pro bono work than is the
case with lawyers in the United States in
general.

MINORIN LAW TEACHERS
ACROSS THREE DECADES
Insufficient numbers of our graduates
teach law for us to report on them
separately by decade, but they are a group
that, taken together across the decades,
deserve discussion. Roughly 6 percent of
the minority graduates of the classes
between 1970 and 1996 work today in the
field of education. Most of this group - 25
minority graduates in all - are teachers of
law. Since our survey focused primarily on
those who practice law in some setting, we
did not learn much about the professional
life of law teachers - what or where they
taught, for example. But the numbers are
important. Michgan is among the 10 law
schools that provide the largest numbers of

law teachers for American law schools. At
the begnning of the 1970s, there were
almost no African American, Latino, or
Native American law teachers at
predominantly white law schools in the
United States. Together with the minority
graduates of the other teacher-producing
schools, Michigan's minority graduates have
played an important role in bringng
minority group members onto the faculties
of law schools in the United States. White
alumni are similar to minority alumni in the
frequency with which they choose careers
in education and about the same
proportion of those who choose careers in
this sector enter law teachng.

Up to this point in this article, we have
grouped our African American, Latino, and
Native American graduates together as our
"minority alumni." What differences are
there, if any, among these three groups with
regard to the aspects of their careers that we
have been reporting? Some, but very few.
Within each decade, we have such limited
numbers of Native American respondents
that almost no differences between them
and the other two minority groups have
statistical significance. (The one exception is
that the 14 Native American graduates of
the 1980s are more satisfied with their
careers overall than the 170 African
American and Latino respondents from the
same decade, a pattern that does not
continue for the graduates of the 1990s.)
The numbers of Latino and Ahcan
American graduates in our sample are large
enough to look for significant differences,
but the differences between them are in fact
quite small. African American and Latino
graduates have made somewhat different
initial career choices. During the 1970s and
1980s, many more African Americans than
Latinos took a first job in government (25
percent of African American graduates of
those two decades, 7 percent of Latino
graduates), but during the 1990s, the
pattern was reversed (12 percent of African
Americans took a first job in government,
25 percent of Latinos). For none of the

decades are there substantial differences
between African American and Latino
respondents in their current work settings,
in their current earned incomes, or in their
overall career satisfaction. Nor are there
significant differences in the amount of
pro bono work they perform or in their
sen.ice on nonprofit boards. Thus, what we
display in the tables as the achevements of
"minority graduates" is close to the
achievements of African American and
Latino graduates separatel~r.

our survey include a somewhat higher
proportion of persons who are not satisfied
with their careers, it may well be that the
actual proportion of dissatisfied persons
among our graduates from these classes is
higher, with somewhat more minorities
than whltes among the dissatisfied. Still,
comparing our findings with studies of
satisfaction in the bar in the country as a
whole, Michigan's graduates, minority and
white, are much more satisfied in general
than most other American attorneys report
themselves to be.

1 SUMMARY OF THE DECADES
The minority graduates of the 1970s
entered a world of practice in whch there
were few other minority lawyers and law
firmswere highly segregated by race. Most,
regardless of their initial setting of work,
have gone on to highly successful careers.
The minority graduates of the next two
decades found work in finns of all sizes, in
government, in business, and in t e a c h g ,
and have also become part of the main
currents of the American legal profession.
Across all three decades, Michigan's
minority graduates have gravitated toward
work in government to a greater extent
than their white classmates. Over 40
percent of the minority graduates have
worked in government at some point since
law school, and many from the 1970s and
1980s are now judges, elected officials, or
agency managers or officials. Half of those
now worlung in government work for the
federal government.
Across all settings of work, the minority
lawyers are generally satisfied with their
careers. As a group, they earn lots of money
They contribute to the public good by
mentoring younger lawyers, by serving on
nonprofit boards, by doing elective and
nonelective political work, and by
contributing their legal services on a
pro bono basis. Of course some minority
graduates are not satisfied with their
careers, earn far less than the average
among our graduates, and make few
contributions to the community That is
true also with our white graduates. As we
pointed out above, 5 percent of our
minority respondents and 4 percent of our
white respondents reported themselves in
the lowest two of seven categories on our
scale of overall career satisfaction. Since it is
also probable that the nonres~ondentsto
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OF CLIENTS
A very high proportion of the clients of
our minority and white graduates in private
practice are whte, in large part, we assume,
because white people make up the majority
of Americans and white people and the
organizations they run are, in general, more
able than minorities to afford attorneys. At
the same time, our alumni, regardless of
race, disproportionately serve clients.of
their own race. A higher proportion of the
clients of our African American graduates
are African American than is the case for
our whte or Latino graduates, and a higher
proportion of the clients of our Latino
lawyers are Latino than is the case for our
African American or whte graduates. This
pattern holds both for our graduates'
individual clients and for their contacts
with organizational clients, such as
corporations. (See Table 6, page 69). There
is also a strong correlation for lawyers of
each ethnic group between the proportion
of same-race attorneys with whom they
practice in the same firm and the
proportion of their clients and their
organizational contacts who are also of that
race: for example, African American lawyers
working in largely African American firms
serve more African American clients than
do African American lawyers in firms that
are predominantly white.
From one point of view, this
distribution of client services among private
practitioners can be regarded as a part of
the success of Michigan's program of
training more minority lawyers. A school

such as Michigan wants its graduates, taken
as a group, to serve well all segments of the
public, and our program has surely
increased the numbers of our graduates
providing services to African American and
Latino individuals and businesses. (Our
African American and Latino graduates of
the 1970s and 1980s also provide more
services than whites to low and middle
income mdividuals.) From another point of
view, the implications of the race-linked
pattern of clients are more ambiguous, a
sign of the persistent salience of race in
American society However the pattern of
services is viewed, it is a reflection that in
our culture, as in nearly all others, people
seek out people whom they perceive as like
themselves. Clients seek lawyers with
whom they expect to be comfortable.
Lawyers seek out as colleagues and as
clients people to whom they have access
and with whom they, too, expect to be
comfortable.

AV~RIBUTABLETO A~F~RMATIUE
ACTION AFTER GRADUATION?

At the same time that the University of
Michgan Law School was making efforts to
bring more minority lawyers into the Law
School, other institutions in American life
- first, government agencies, then firms
and corporations - were begnning to
make the same sorts of efforts. To what
extent is the success of Michigan's minority
lawyers after graduation due to the
affirmative action of others rather than to
hiring, promotion, and compensation
standards that disregard race entirely?
We are limited in our ability to answer
this question. We did not survey the
employers who hired our graduates. Nor
did we ask our minority or our white
graduates whether their ethnicity played a
role in the jobs they were offered either
immediately after law school or later. Had
we asked, we do not think that most
respondents would have known. We also
believe that there are subtle issues here that
a few survey questions would not have
illuminated. As previously all-white
institutions throughout society committed
themselves to racial integration, they
understandably viewed the social value of a
diverse work force as an appropriate
component in assessing how well their

work force as a whole would perform.
We do not believe, however, that over the
c o d e of any given employee\; career
many employers would permit such
considerations standing alone to make
up for sipficant deficiencies in job
Still, for whatever relevance it is seen as
having, our data do contain some clues
about the degree to which employers might
have been taking race favorably into
account in making hiring and retention
decisions. Large law firms, for example,
generally attach significant weight to law
scnool grades when malung initial decisions
about hring law students. In each of the
three decades, our minority graduates hired
by large f i n have had, in general,
significantly lower law school grades than
their white classmates hired by the firms of
the same size. This is a strong sign that, in
general, large firms have assigned positive
weight to increasing the racial diversity of
their staffs. One cannot, however, conclude
from these data that firms hiring minority
graduates were hiring less qualified persons
than they would have if they had not taken
race into account.
Throughout the period we studied, a
high proportion of the permanent job offers
firms extended were to students whose
abilities the firms knew first hand because
the firms had observed them as summer
clerks. This has been especially true in the
1990s. When firms offered long-term jobs
to students, they almost certainly believed,
based on actual observation, that he or she
showed promise of performing well.
In an effort to learn whether or not this
confidence on the part of firms was well
placed, we asked our respondents how
many years they worked at their first jobs
(not includingjudicial clerkships) in the
belief that less able people would be asked
or encouraged to leave. At the time of our
survey, most graduates of the 1990s had not
been out of law school long enough for
meaningful assessment, but the graduates of
the 1980s are a good group to examine.
The many minority graduates from the
1980s who took a first job in a firm of 50
or more lawyers spent an average of 4.2
years at that firm. By comparison, the whte
graduates in our sample who took a job in
a large firm spent an average of 4.7 years at
the firm. Seventeen percent of minority
alumni and 21 percent of whte alumni

University of Michigan Law School
Unremunerated Contributions as of 1997

for private practitioners (mean)

"

Differences are statistically significant (pc.05).
Differences are statistically significant (pcOl).

Table 6
University of Michigan Law School
Classes of 1970-1996
Proportion of Clients/Contacts Who are of Various RaciallEthnic Groups
Individual Clients
(of private piactitionenwho spend at least

20 percent of their time serving mndividuals)

Hack Cliank'

Latlno Clknts*

M i t e Clients*

11%

P996

53%

Black Graduates
Latino Graduates
White Graduates

5%

Organizational Contact Persons
(of private piactitionenwho spend at least
20 percent d their time serving organ~zations)

Black Graduates
Latino Graduates
White Graduates
Statistically significant (p<.01).

I a l Contaclc'

Lailno Contacts*

Whlte Contacts*

spent 7 or more years at their first large
firmjob. These dfferences are slight and
not statistically si,pificant. (There are, of
course, many reasons other than lack of
capacity to e,uplain why an associate would
leave a firm after a few years. In inalung this
comparison, we have assumed that the
dissatisfactions that might lead minority
graduates to leave after a few years are
essentially the same as those that might lead
white graduates to do so. In fact there are
reasons, as David Wilkns of Harvard has
ably explored, why a minority person who
is a s competent as h s or her whte
colleagues might be generally less happy in
work settings that, like nearly all large
firms, are predominantly white.)
A quite different place to look for
whether success is due to affirmative action
is among experienced lawyers who are on
their own or in small firms, a group
unlikely to benefit significantly in their
current practice by affirmative action.
Income is a common, even if contested,
measure of ability As Table 4 reported, the
minority lawyers we surveyed from the
1970s who are in solo practice or in small
firms had average incomes in 1996 of
$154,400. Their median income was
$95,000. The minority graduates of the
1980s in solo practice and in small firms
averaged $78,500, with a medan of
$76,000. (Whte graduates from the 1970s
in solo practice and small firms average
somewhat less than their minority
classmates; white graduates from the 1980s
average somewhat more.) To be sure, all
lawyers are hired from time to time for
reasons other than their abilities or their
reputations for ability - they are golf
buddies of the client or are married to a
client's cousin. But, on average, one would
expect that most clients with a legal
problem look for someone with a
reputation for competence and that most
lawyers who do not develop such a
reputation will eventually pay a heavy
financial price. From any economist's
perspective, these solo and small firm
minority practitioners have demonstrated
their competence in the marketplace.
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PREDICTING SUCCESS
IN PRACTICE FROM ENTRY
CREDENTIALS
Nearly all law schools, including
Michigan, rely heavily on applicants' scores
on the Law School Admission Test (LSAT)
and on the applicant's undergraduate grade
point average (UGPA) in m a h g decisions
about admissions. We examined the
relationship between these two figures and
the grades the graduates earned during law
school as well as the relationship between
these figures and achievement after law
school. Do h g h LSATs and UGPAs actually
predict better performance in law school?
Do they correspond with more achievement
after law school?
What we find is that there is a strong,
statistically significant relationship between
EAT and UGPA, on the one hand, and
grades at the end of three years of law
school on the other, but no significant
relationshp between the LSAT or UGPA
with regard to what matters much more the achievement of students after
graduation.
The University of Michigan Law School
receives far more applications for admission
than it has places to fill, nearly always at
least 10 times as many applicants as there
are positions. In deciding whom to admit,
Michigan, like all other highly selective law
schools, considers such hard-to-quantify
indicators of ability as applicant essays and
letters of recommendation, but it also pays
considerable attention to LSAT scores and
the UGPA. Critics of minority admissions
programs typically point to disparities
between minorities and whites in these
quantifiable indicators and not to disparities
m other indicators of ability to support their
claims that race-conscious admissions
programs admit people who are less
competent academically, less able to benefit
from their education, and less likely to
succeed after school than rejected white
applicants.
The flaw in this argument in the Law
School context is that the usefulness of
EAT scores and the UGPA as law school
selection devices has been demonstrated
solely with respect to first-year law school
grades, rarely examined wit11 regard to
grades over the full three years of law
school, and never, before this study,
examined for their relationshp to
achievement in the practice of law.

In order to measule the relatlonsllip
between the LSAT and UGPA and
performance d ~ ~ n and
n g after law school,
we combined each graduate's LSAT and
UGPA by ranking the respondents
according to their LSAT scores and thelr
UGPAs and adding thelr percentile rankings
on these LWO dimensions, yleldlng an Index
w t h the potential range of 0 LO 200 We
refer to this measure as the "index," even
though it is not the actual index that [he
1
University of Mlchigan Law School has
used m the application process (The Law
School has computed an index based on
LSAT and UGPA to predict Law School
1
grades for applicants It has been
constructed in different ways over tlme, and I
some of the formulae for earller years are no
longer in the Law School files ) We also
,
constructed three Indexes of post-LawSchool achievement an Index of satisfaytion
that combines overall satisfaction w t h the
vanous components of satisfaction, a
measure of lncome that uses log of lncome
I
to reduce the effects of a few very high
lncome responden~s,and an index of
I
community semce that combines
mentonng, pro bono work, and involvement
on nonprofi~boards All three ind~ceswere
created before looklng at their relationship
to the admissions lndex or to law school
grades
The comblned LSAT and UGPA
adrmsslons index does a good job of
pred~ctingfinal law school grade polnt
averages Students w t h high indexes tend
to earn higher grades than students w t h
lower Indexes For all students, considering
eacl~decade separately, the correlations
range from 62 to 66, whlch means that
between 38 and 43 percent of the vanance
in Law School grades can be explained by
the admissions index alone (For minorities
considered separately, the correlation ranges
between 48 and 58, foi whites separately,
the relationils somewhat weaker but still
substantial j
I
Given this strong relatlonshlp between
Law School admissions cntena and graded
Law School performance, one mlght expect
that these quantifiable admisnons cntena
would also positively correlate to success in
practice Our examination, however, reveals
no such relationsl~lpFor no decade's
graduates IS there a statistically signif~cant
relationship between the admissions index
and ei~herthe log of lncome or our index oi ,
careei satlsfac~lonThose w t h
I

i

I

comparatively low admissions indexes earn
;IS much on average as those with high
lndexes and are as satisfied with their
careers. There is a significant correlation,
however, between the admissions index and
our index of service: in all decades those
with higher admissions index scores tend to
contribute less unremunerated senice to
society, as measured by our service index,
than those with lower indices, and this
negative relationship is statistically
significant among graduates in the 1970-79
and 1990-96 cohorts. Why there is this
mildly negative relationship between the
admissions index and community sen.ice is
unclear. It may possibly be due to the fact
that Michigan seeks to recruit students who
subscribe to the legal professionk
aspirational norms of service and so admits
applicants who appear committed to
serving others on somewhat weaker
numerical records than they require of
those who seem less interested in service.
One can easily overinterpret our
findings about the absence of a positive
relationship between numerical admissions
credentials and later achievement. It might
be tempting to conclude that the skills that
predict~law~school
grades don't matter in
practice - or to conclude that our
graduates would do as well in practice if we
admitted all applicants without regard to
their undergraduate grades and LSAT
scores. Neither of these interpretations
correctly understands our data. In the first
place, our measures of achievement after
law school - satisfaction, income,
unremunerated service - do not measure
the full range of competence of a good
lawyer. For neither our white nor our
minority graduates did we conduct a survey
of clients to determine how well the clients
believe they have been served. Nor, of
course, did we ourselves observe our
graduates at work or review the products of
their work. It is possible that, had we done
so, we would have reached some
conclusions about their skills that would in
turn have correlated with the numerical
admissions credentials. Second, and more
fundamentally,ours is a study only of the
students whom the University of Michigan
LWSchool Admissions Office actually
chose to admit. The Michigan students who
are admitted, minority and white, fall
wthin a narrow band of skills and
performance, a band of high achievement.
\I1 that we have found is that, within that
1 '.and, the skills measured by the EAT

and UGPA do not predict differences in
career achievements when those skills are
considered as part of an admissions
process that also considers letters of
recommendation, nongraded
accomplishments, and other indicators or
ability and achievement. One cannot
extrapolate from that conclusion to the
conclusion that any randomly chosen group
of applicants, including persons with very
low LSAT scores or undergraduate grades,
would have done as well as the applicants
that Michigan admitted.

CONCLUSION
The University of Michigan Law School
considers race in admissions in order to
achieve a diverse student body for
educational purposes. We believe that
diversity is important to the learning
experience. A question on our survey that
we have not discussed earlier indicates that
most minority graduates and many white
graduates, including about half the School's

white graduates from the 199% believe
that the ethnic diversity they found at
Michigan added a great deal to their
classroom experience. Most of us who teach
in the classrooms of the University of
Michigan Law School have had the same
experience.
What this survey has demonstrated is
that in addition to the values that the ethnic
diversity of our students have contributed
to the Law School environment, our
minority graduates, like our white
graduates, have gone on to make significant
achievements in the profession after law
school. They have fine jobs and they do
good works. They earn a lot and they
contribute a lot. Thus, we have found a
clear answer to one of the central questions
that orignally motivated our research: the
University of Michigan Law School's
admissions program has brought into the
profession large numbers of minority
lawyers who have become financially
successful, happy with their careers, and
generous with their time through
community service.
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